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Don't forget the Merchants' Fair today!
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weather Bush express heading toward BG
President Bush may be traveling with
Barbara, Voinovich on campaign train
begin its trek in Columbus,
where Voinovich is tentatively
scheduled to climb aboard, and
make its way through Marysville
When George Bush's train rolls and Arlington before arriving in
into Bowling
Bowling Green at 4:15 p.m.
Green on SatJenny Camper, deputy comu rday, the
munications director for the
president will
governor, said Voinovich is, as of
not be alone.
yesterday, planning to join the
Accompanypresident for the entire trip.
ing him will be
"At this point I'm not sure what
first lady Barthe governor's role will be," she
bara Bush and
said. "But he is planning to go
possibly Ohio
along."
State Gov.
White House press advance
Voinovich
George Voinorepresentatives said they are not
vich.
by Christina Wise
city editor

Don't let the sun go down
on me:
Today, sunny. High near
70. Winds east 10 to IS mph.
Tonight, clear. Low near SO.
Friday, sunny. High in the
mid-70s.

Inside The News
Ohio educational system
tested:
Over the next three years,
elementary and high school
testing will undergo a
change from norm to criterion referenced, as mandated
by House Bill 55.
QSee page five.

"The Spirit of America" will

College GOPs hope to meet Bush after Hell Week
by Matthew A. Daneman
Insider editor
Happy? Heck yes, they're
happy.
And tired, too.
But while this is probably the
Hell Week for College Republicans, it's also their week to
shine.
"Most of the College Republican workers have never met
or seen the president. They're
very excited," Jared Poff,
campaign coordinator for the
CRs, said.
"Most of them are putting in
just tons of volunteer hours.

But it's all worth it, too," he
added.
In preparation for President
Bush's Saturday visit, the CRs
have been working on publicity
and promotion day and night.
"We've been asked to distlrbute 7,000 pamphlets a day.
Some of our members have
been staffing phone banks. And
there's sign painting, and answering phones, and getting
everything ready...," Poff
smiled. "But it's all worth it."
The details are still sketchy.
Who's coming? When does this
event or that event start? But
the grey points haven't slowed

UT murder
trial date
postponed
until March

Presidential Preparation

Game time changed:
Saturday's football game
against East Carolina has
been moved up to 12:30 from
it's original 1:30 kickoff.
Athletic department information officer Steve
Ban- said the schedule
change has been made to
avoid conflict with the
President's "whistle-stop"
visit.
"Hopefully there won't be
a conflict, now," Barr said.
"But who knows. We've had
games last four hours before."

by Greg Guzman
Toledo correspondent.

Outside Campus

Decker to be honored:
The memorial service for
Professor Russell Decker,
who died June 17, will be
Friday at Prout Chapel at 2
p.m.. Decker, 76, taught
legal studies at Bowling
Green from 1952 to 1977, as
well as serving on the Falcon Club and the BGSU Athletic Board.

Lottery
CLEVELAND - Here are
Wednesday night's Ohio Lottery selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 9-6-4
Pick 4 Numbers: 1-0-8-1
Super Lotto:
3-22-26-33-37-45
Kicker: 1-0-5-3-1-8
The jackpot is $12 million.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

See Bush, page six.

See Voinovich, page five.

On Campus

Gas station burglary:
A breaking and entering
and theft of cash, checks
and credit card slips occurred at Otley Shell, 402 E.
Wooster St., sometime
either Tuesday night or
Wednesday morning, police
reported.
There were no signs of
forced entry and the Interior
of the store was not ransacked.
Police said they believe
the alleged burglar or burglars knew the store well and
may have been a present or
former employee.

things one bit.
"Most of the things we won't
know until whatever time we're told," admitted Scott Ziance,
College Republican president.
"I mean, I'm CR president, and
that's great, but I'm down there
on the list of people to be notified about stuff.
"Most of the things we don't
know won't really change what
to do. The planning is the same.
And the basic thing is still the
same - President Bush is coming to BG on Saturday."
Aside from the confirmed

Th* BC Newt/Tim Nornun

During a sign making party on the south-east corner of North Enterprise and Reed, senior political science major Krlsten Glllan
makes a sign Wednesday afternoon in preparation for President
Bush's visit Saturday. Tbe College Republicans hope to make at

least 2,500 signs before Saturday. More parties will be held at the
Intersection on Thursday after 9 p.m. and Friday after 7:30 p.m.
All are welcome to attend.

TOLEDO - Wednesday Judge
Judith Lanzinger set the final
hearing date for accused murderer Jeffrey Hodge for March
1.
During the pre-trial hearing
Allan Konop, defense attorney
for Hodge, requested the original
date of Oct. 3 be vacated due to
his inability to properly prepare
for the case since pertinent scientific evidence was just
received on Monday.
"We have discussed the trial
date with the prosecution and in
order to properly prepare from
our end we need to contact our
experts and cannot be prepared
until March 1," Konop said.
Lanzinger, with no objection
from the prosecution, vacated
the date, giving an additional
four months preparation time to
both sides.
By accepting the new date,
Hodge waived his right to a
speedy trial.
Hodge is on trial for the Jan. 27
murder of Melissa Ann Herstrum, a University of Toledo
nursing student. He was a campus police officer when her body
See Hodge, page five.

Democrats continue Southern tour
by Karen Ball
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ga. -- Bill Clinton
and Al Gore are together for another bus tour, a day-long swing
through small towns In their
native South.
"They're good for us," Clinton
said of the bus caravans. "They
get us back in touch with all
kinds of people."
Today's day trip was to be
through Georgia. Previously,
Clinton and Gore have spent
three or four days rolling
through towns and roadstops.
The Democrats picked a military-rich state for their first bus
trip of autumn. Georgia has 13
electoral votes.
After a kick-off in Columbus,
they were heading to an old train
station in Albany; on to a family
barbeque in Tifton and finally a

"[President Bush] thought I was a
wonderful governor when I was helping
him write the national education goals....
But once I started running for president,
he decided I wasn't such a good governor.
It's all politics."
Gov. Bill Clinton, presidential
nominee

of the vote in 1988.
A new poll of voters in Georgia
showed Clinton leading Bush 48
percent to 42 percent, with 10
percent undecided. The poll by
Mason-Dixon Media Research
Inc. was made up of interviews
with 812 likely Georgia voters
done by telephone Sept. 15-17.
The survey had a margin of error
of 3.S percentage points.
On Tuesday night, Clinton held
a televised town hall meeting in
Detroit, fielding questions by
satellite from around Michigan
on a variety of issues.
He reiterated his support for
expanded trade with Mexico and
opposition to the military's ban
on gays.

rally at the county courthouse in ing him write the national education goals. ... But once I started
Valdosta.
"We're making a real effort to running for president, he decided
win here In Georgia and in Ala- I wasnt such a good governor.
bama and all across the South," It's all politics."
Vice President Dan Quayle
Clinton said late Tuesday after
arriving in Georgia late Tuesday. took a similar bus trip through
Clinton brushed off any effect
Georgia a few weeks ago, taking
of a Ross Perot re-entry in the
He also responded to President much the same route.
Though traditionally one of the race, saying the election would
Bush's attacks on his Arkansas
record: "He thought I was a won- South's most Democratic states, be decided on who had the best
derful governor when I was help- Bush rolled up nearly 60 percent economic plan for the future.

Clinton said he would win on that
front.
"It doesn't matter whether
Ross Perot or anybody else is in
the race," Clinton said, taking a
question from a woman in Grand
Rapids. "I need to relate directly
to you."
Of a new nationwide poll this
week that showed him with a
21-point lead over Bush, Clinton
said: "I don't believe it."
Clinton said he was opposed to
physician-assisted suicide and
would veto legislation to legalize
it.
Clinton didn't directly say
whether he would back legislation in Congress to criminalize
worker safety violations and
dramatically increase the fines.
"I don't want to put anybody
out of business, but every workplace in America ought to be
safe," he said.

Opinion
page two
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BGSU cannot take more
of Voinovich's budget ax
\Xmen it comes to state budget cuts
V Vto higher education in Ohio, BGSU
has budged too far.
If voters had known "education governor" meant, "I'm gonna teach you
what it's like to run your institution of
higher learning with a mere pittance,"
George Voinovich would never have
gotten elected.
He's done nothing but cater to Ohio
big businesses by serving up our universities and colleges on a platter.
When will it be enough?
We say now.
Despite the fact that the higher education budget has been cut heavily this
past summer, last winter, and the year
before, there is talk of the possibility of
more cuts in the near future.
Why not? According to everyone's
favorite "education governor," higher
education has plenty of excess "fat"
which can easily be chopped off without
harming the main purpose of these institutions - namely to provide the future generation with an education.
Voinovich has also been preaching
that those involved in higher education
need to learn how to "do more with
less." Geez, after three straight cuts
causing numerous reductions across
the board, we ought to be getting used
to doing just that.
Let's see what else we can do without.
Our faculty have already suffered
through two years without pay raises
because of the last three reductions.
What's one more year? Sure, give us
another cutback to the higher education
budget and they'll have a lot more important things to worry about than getting a raise. Like whether or not they
get to keep their job.
Yeah, faculty are definitely the fat of
the higher educational system. Overpaid and underworked, George seems
to think ... and we agree. How tough can

it be to make lesson plans and teach
classes and grade papers and do
research and publish in journals and
have office hours and give guidance to
students in your classes (never mind
being an adviser to other students) and
... well, there's fat in there somewhere.
But what do we need faculty for? Why
not just throw some more grad students
up there to teach classes - classes that
we're paying increased tuition for.
Classes that keep getting larger and
larger, or aren't offered at all during
some semesters. So what if we get rookie teachers teaching a class that's just
as new to them as it is to all of us.
Sounds like a sure-fire way to trim
some of the fat, right George?
What about this increase in our tuition and whatever happened to the tuition cap? Need more money to alleviate
the governor's cuts? Just bump that tuition cap back up and squeeze some
more money out of a student population
already suffering through a recession.
They're young and apathetic so they
won't mind, right George?
Ohhhh, and don't even get us started
on all the fat to be trimmed from the
classified staff here on campus. So
what if they are the backbone of the
University, cooking and cleaning and
repairing and making this place run?
Fat-o-rama, and we all know it. We betcha that George does all his own cleaning and meals at the mansion down in
Columbus all by himself. And weekends
are made for repairs. What we need is a
giant job jar, not classified staff.
So what happens is that we're all paying more for less. Well, that's a great
deal. With the job outlook upon graduation already bleak, having our hard
earned degrees worth next to nothing because our faculty and staff have been
forced to try to do more with less - is
the last thing we need.

Underclassmen walk the line
The BG News:
If you live on campus and drive
a car, perhaps you have noticed a
parking problem. That is, if you're a freshman or sophomore.
Someone decided since there was
a parking problem on campus
last year, it could be fixed by putting all the freshmen and sophomores into already overcrowded
parking lots. I fall to see the logic
in this.
If you're a junior or a senior,
you may not see how any of this
applies to you, but it does. Let's
assume you are a junior living on
campus. You drive a car. The
closest parking lot is in area #6.
Here is where the problem
arises. This is where all freshmen and sophomores have to
park. Good luck trying to find a
space. If you do, you are making
the problem worse by taking up
the limited area afforded to
underclassmen.

starve to death walking back
from it.
Let us assume that SO percent
of juniors and seniors live on
campus. I'd say the percentage is
much lower, but It will illustrate
my point. All 7,822 freshmen and
sophomores live on campus. If
three-fourths of on-campus upperclassmen have cars, and only
half of the underclassmen have
cars, you have a situation like
this:
2,800 upperclassmen trying to
park and 3,900 underclassmen
trying to park a difference of
only 1,100 cars. Underclassmen
should have slightly more than
half of the parking lots. They
Here is my question: who don't. They have a third.
created this parking system and
why? Who is being served?
Freshmen and sophomores? No.
Matt Allen
They can rarely, if ever, find a
Sophomore
space, and if they do, they could
Art therapy

While you are circling, waiting
for a space, you may see several
tired sophomores straggle past.
They are either moving toward
or coming back from the direction of Interstate 75. This migration seems odd until you take into
account that area #19, the other
freshman/sophomore lot, is in
that direction, somewhere between Bowling Green and Cleveland. These people look tired because they have probably walked
from Offenhauer, Rodgers,
McDonald or some other distant
place with a half-empty parking
lot nearby where only juniors
and seniors can park.
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Our enemies are within
An observer of political affairs
once remarked that eternal vigilance is the price we pay to
guarantee democracy.
While the author of this insight
is usually interpreted as referring to other hostile nations, I believe the author had in mind
types of enemies other than those
outside our sovereign borders.
The enemies operating within
democracy — opportunists who
are motivated to undermine our
democratic institutions for their
own selfish ends - pose a far
greater danger to democracy
than hostile nations. They do so
because they attempt to mask
their self-serving intentions
under the guise of patriotism or
old time religion.
These enemies who threaten to
subvert democracy from within
are not members of radical organizations. They don't belong to
the religious right, or Greenpeace, or the KKK, or the American Civil Liberties Union.
The true enemies of democracy are our elected leaders and
their political appointees who
conduct government beneath an
impenetrable veil of secrecy.
Our esteemed commander-inchief, George Bush, is just such a
leader. Allow me to elaborate.
George Bush's penchant for
secrecy goes back a long way.
While attending Yale Bush was a
member of an ultra-secret student organization called Skull
and Bones. The club, which only
recently admitted women, still
requires that all members take a
sacred oath of secrecy. To this
day Mr. Bush refuses to discuss
the club, its members or its function.
A curious internal CIA memo
dated 1963 states that George
Bush was briefed by the CIA following the Kennedy assassination in November of that year.
The memo however, neglects to
mention the reason or by whom
Mr. Bush was briefed. Now, why
would the agency that was probably responsible for engineering
John Kennedy's murder go to the
trouble to brief George Bush
immediately after the assassination? Unless, of course, Mr. Bush
was working for the agency (a
charge he denies) or was himself
peripherally Involved in the assassination.

John Bernard

George Bush's infatuation with
clandestine behavior culminated
in 1976, when he was appointed
Director of Central Intelligencethe ideal job for a man inclined to
join secretive organizations
which operate in the netherworld
of intrigue.
But old habits die hard and Mr.
Bush's proclivity to secrecy is no
exception to the rule.
For example, shortly after Oliver Stone released his movie on
the Kennedy assassination, some

was infuriated. The investigation
was potentially so politically embarassing that Mr. Bush personally directed his underlings to
stop at nothing to undermine the
credibility of Anita Hill, the mildmannered college professor who
was the source of the allegations.
After much fanfare Mr. Bush's
nominee, whose only qualification for the appointment was his
ultra-conservative political
agenda, was finally confirmed by
the Senate. Here's what Mr. Bush
had to say about the Senate hearings: "I think sometimes when
you get to subjects that
are...sensitive, it is well to delegate to your elected officials"(NYT Oct 18,1991).

In other words, any issue
which might prove politically
embarassing to the president is
labeled too "sensitive" an issue
for the American public and
withdrawn from public debate.
I find Mr. Bush's use of the
term "sensitive" to describe issues which might be politically
"Hie true enemies of
embarassing more than a little
democracy are our elected
troubling. By his definition I
leaders and their political
suppose Iraqi civilian casualties
would also qualify as too "sensiappointees who conduct
tive" an issue for open discusgovernment beneath an
sion. What about the illegal
transfer of profits to the Nicaraimpenetrable veil of
guan Contras during the Reasecrecy."
gan/Bush administration?
Again, too "sensitive" for public
debate?
Finally, now that the Bush Adof our Congressional leaders ministration is being inmust have felt a twinge of guilt vestigated for its alleged role in
that U.S. government, police and arming and encouraging Saddam
spy agencies refused to make Hussein's aggression, Mr. Bush
their files on the unsolved mur- would like that kept secret too.
der available to the public. Louis The New York Times recently
Stokes (D Cleveland) recently reported that the president rounsuggested that all files on the as- dly rejected a request by the
sassination be opened to the pub- House Judiciary Committee that
lic. Apparently Mr. Bush doesn't two of his aides be allowed to tesshare those democratic senti- tify before that committee. Perments. A spokeswoman for the haps Mr. Bush feels that his disWhite House declared that "...the astrous policy toward Iraq is just
White House has no position [on too "sensitive" an issue for the
the release of the Kennedy average American to contemfiles]." Sounds like a firm com- plate.
mitment to openness in governIf the price of democracy is indeed eternal vigilance, then men
ment to me.
When Clarence Thomas, Mr. like George Bush, without a
Bush's nominee to the Supreme doubt, pose the grea'est threat to
Court, was questioned by a Sen- our democratic institutions and
ate Committee concerning alle- to our nation. Democracy without
gations that lie acted improperly truth is a callous lie. Truth withwhile employed as director of a out openness in government is an
government agency, Mr. Bush impossibility.

Responses Wanted
The Opinion page of The BG
News consists of editorials, columns, cartoons and letters expressing the opinions of the
readers.
Unsigned editorials are written
by members of The News'Editorial Board and represent the com-

posed opinions of the staff.
Signed letters or columns express the beliefs of the Individual
writer and in no way represents
the opinions of The News.
All readers of The News are
encouraged to express their opinions through letters to the editor

and guest columns.
Letters to the editor should be
200-300 words in length. All letters must be typed, signed and
include the writer's telephone
number, address or on-campus
mail box, plus class rank or occupation, maior and hometown.

by Jim
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College is a matter of
choice, says Mehrige
The BG News:
I am writing to address the recent article, "GDI's unite against
singing greeks," and the recent
emergence of anti-greek posters
around campus. One of the many
aspects of coming to college is
the right to choose organizational
involvement without being attacked.
There are many fine organizations at BGSU, both greek and
non-greek, that provide opportunities for students to get involved. The Interfraternity
Council supports student involvement in ANY organization
whether it is greek or non-greek,
and we are concerned with the
recent unprovoked and uneducated comments about these organizations which have done
nothing to deserve these attacks.
It is upsetting to think that
there are some people who have
nothing better to do with their
time than to attack organizations
that they know nothing about in
hopes to create a name for themselves. I am sorry that some of
you feel your friends have "gone
to the Dark Side." It is also un-

page three

Registering to vote not dangerous
The BG News:
During the first week of September 1992, Chris Hawley wrote
an article inThe News notifying
students of the consequences
that arise from registering to
vote in any jursidiction. In The
News on Sept. 8, Kelly Corcoran
responded to Mr. Hawley's article, but she inaccurately characterized the potential tax consequences.
By changing your residence
(and thus your place of registration to vote), personal income tax
liability may increase or decrease depending on the place of

fortunate that there are individuals with extra money who are
photocopying and posting hundreds of slanderous and malicious fliers on campus. L«ave the
student body alone! Let them
make their own choices and
choose their own path through
college.
I have many friends, greek and
non-greek, whom I am proud to
be friends with, and I know that
they are not ashamed to be associated with me. That's what college is all about - choices and the
right to choose. Drawing a line
between greek and non-greek
friends is immature and condemning someone for wanting to
be involved in any organization
outside of your own lounge group
is deplorable. The greek system
is not going to war with these
UNeducated individuals, or with
those students who are non- The BG News:
Listening to the way people are
greek. We respect choices. Why
talking about Ballot Measure 9 in
don't you try the same?
Oregon, you would think that the
homosexual population is on the
Jeffrey Robert Merhige
verge of some revolutiion, that it
President
is about to gain formal admission
Interfraternity Council
into the category of first-class
citizenship, that the oppression it
has suffered since medieval
times is about to be systematically remedied by some social

your employment. Two jurisdictions may tax you on the monies
you earn: the place where you
earn it and the place where you
reside. A person, therefore, who
works in Cleveland and lives in
Cleveland has only one tax liability, namely, Cleveland. A person,
however, who earns money in
Cleveland but has changed
his/her residence to Bowling
Green has two tax liabilities,
namely Cleveland and Bowling
Green. Of course, a person working in Bowling Green who
changes his/her residence from

Cleveland to Bowling Green
would reduce their tax liabilities
from two to one.
Although credits may be available for taxes paid to another jurisdiction, these credits usually
are not sufficient to fully abate
the second tax liability.
I am not trying to "dissuade
students from taking part in state
and national elections," nor was
Mr. Hawley as I interpreted his
article. I encourage students to
register to vote. I encourage students to honor the obligation
when called for juty duty. I,

however, also encourage that
students register in the proper
jurisdiction. The proper jurisdiction is the place they consider as
their permanent residence,
whether that is Bowling Green or
some other place.
Any student having legal questions regarding this matter or
any matter, please contact our
office to schedule an appointment to speak with an attorney.
Gregory E. Bakies
Managing Attorney
Student Legal Services

Homosexuality is not perverse,
unnatural, but a way of life

HOME FALCON FOOTBALL SATURDAY!
MAKE IT SEVEN IN A ROW AT HOME

program like affirmative action.
This is simply false.
The truth, however, is no less
dramatic. Ballot Measure 9
wants to reword the state's hatecrime laws to exclude gaybashing. Also, the phrase "sexual
orientation" would be scratched
from any statute which bans prejudice based on race, ethnicity,
gender or religion. Furthermore,
schools would be required to
teach homosexuality as ur.rii.tural and perverse. Ballot
Measure 9 is the product of a

homophobic fundamentalist
group (the OCA), their hatred
and their ignorance.

jury (still out) is leaning towards
biology.
I expect you to understand the
cost of oppression and the virtue
of empathy. Maybe you genuinely misunderstand the problem in Oregon, or maybe you are
threatened by the same power
that in any disguise amounts to
the hatred of others.

Measure 9 demostrates the
precarious nature of equality in
general. If gay (human!) rights
are retracted, what minority
group will next be subject to such
a formalized backlash? It disturbs me to hear racial groups
fighting to separate themselves
from the gay cause - "Homosex- Jeff Craddock
uality is a choice," (The BG Junior
News, Sept. 18, 1992) though the Creative writing major

Preferred Properties
8th & High - Rental Office
Located in the Cherrywood Health Spa

Find A Home With Us!
Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

BOWLING GREN VS. EAST CAROLINA

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

THIS SATURDAY - 12:30 PM, @ PERRY STADIUM

YOU ARE THE 12th MAN ■ SHOWSTUDENT I.D. FOR ADMISSION

Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 4:30
v?:-:::-:^::-:*:*:*:^::^:-::-:

:::•:■:•:■:■:■:?:■:■:■•■

FALCONS VS. EAST CAROLINA, SATURDAY 12:30 PERRY STADIUM
The Sisters of Chi Omega
Wish to Congratulate Our...
1992 Pledge Class
Officers

AIR FORCE ROTC UNITS
Fill FD TO CAPACITY

Bowl 'N' Greenery

President.... Christy Etling
Vice President.... Amy Hulce
Secretary.... Pam Mattingly
Treasurer.... Kerry Ebel
Spirit.... Amanda Bohardt
Community Service.... Ellen Joyce
Alumnae.... AH Pope

NOT!

AH you Can Eat
11:30-1:30
4:00 - 7:00

$3.99
$4.75

K53

• Soup n' Salad

• Hot Entrees

Retreat.... Ali Locascio
Social.... Dana Hall
Song & Sign.... Carrie Carlisle & Katie Hahn
MissManners.... Molly Ceiger
Corresponding Secretary.... Kate Elias
NMPC... Cari Machalicek &
Shelly Curson

• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
• Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Union
i Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for oc campi.-. i'Ldcnts ,

SJ

Don't believe everything you hear. The Air Force continues
to seek outstanding students to fill future officer
requirements. See yourself becoming a leader, graduating
from college as an Air Force officer with fully developed
qualities of character and managerial ability. Notice, too,
the opportunities. Like eligibility for scholarship programs
that can pay tuition, textbooks, fees...even $100 m tax-free
income each academic month.
Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects pride in yourself and
your ability to accept challenge. Get the picture? Now
make a call I

419-372-2176
AIM HIGH-AIR FORCE

. Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off -ampus studen

^
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Uchee Pines Institute
presents...

A Preventive Medicine
and Simple Remedies Seminar:
■ Heart Disease

■ The Immune System

■ Nutrtion

■ Cancer Prevention

■ Simple Home Remedies

...with Agatha Thrash, M.D.
and the Uchee Pines Health Team
Oct. 4-8 at 7 p.m.

Join us for an hour or two...
it cou)d pay off in years!

BGSU ICe Arena

Books and health materials will be
available for purchase.

199pi§Wif^pii& Chcilpiis
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Planetarium offers trip to "New Worlds"
by Nlkkl Floras
copy editor
For those students whose sense
of adventure extends beyond
schlepping around the contemporary scene, a visit to the University's planetarium may be
their big dipper of tea. Or something like that.
"New Worlds?", a Universityproduced multimedia show,
takes the viewer along with some
of history's premier explorers
from the Stone Age to the Space
Age.
In less than an hour - 49
minutes to be exact - "New
Worlds?" travels a span of
thousands of years and
thousands of miles. Eskimos and

According to BGSU PlanetarAleuts bridge the gap between
two great continents. The Phoen- ium Director Dale Smith, the
icians circumnavigate Africa inspiration for producing the
The Vikings traverse the icy show was the anniversary of
Northern seas, landing at Vin- Columbus' landing in 1492.
land (Newfoundland) but thinkAs Oct. 12 approaches, nuing it another island in the chain merous celebrations are planned
starting with the Shetlands and to commemorate the landing of
Orkneys of Britain and sweeping the Italian explorer on San Salacross to Iceland and Greenland. vador, including movie releases
Magellan sails the southern seas and ship sailings.
on a very long pleasure cruise.
But a fair amount of conThe astronauts walk on the moon, troversy also surrounds the updefying earth's gravity and prov- coming event, as groups with
ing white men can, indeed, jump, differing opinions argue over
albeit with the help of rocket whether it can be said Columbus
boosters.
actually "discovered" the AmerAnd, not to be forgotten in this icas, or whether it is more fair to
SOOth anniversary year of 1992, it recognize that Native Americans
focuses on the famous voyage of lived here for a possible 10,000
Christopher Columbus and his years before the "discovery."
Smith and his production team
"discovery" of the New World.

chose to "walk the line in the
middle." This Impacted the
choices they made about how to
present the issue, even down to
the music they chose and the title
of the show.
"The obvious choice [of music]
for Columbus' landing would
have been something triumphant. That was also a wrong
choice," Smith said.
"If you notice the music p maybe you didn't notice the
music, and that's good," he added. "It's very tentative music,
nothing bombastic."
Correspondingly, even the decision to add a question mark to
the title left the viewer to divine
the nature of the so-called discoveries.
In order not to overemphasize

this planet we call home.
"New Worlds?" will be shown
through Oct. 18 and again Oct. 27
through Nov. 29. Show times are
Tuesdays and Fridays at 8 p.m.
and Sundays at 7:30 p.m. Two
afternoon showings are scheduled for Oct. 3 and Nov. 14. both
at 2 p.m. A $1 donation is suggested.

the Columbus aspect, Smith
expanded the theme to include a
variety of explorers. The show
delves briefly into the use of the
heavens to navigate, but its content is not limited to astronomy.
"It's more of a history show,
one that covers a lot of geographical territory," Smith said.
And indeed it does. Through
the course of the show, the size of
the known world is expanded
from land masses surrounding
the Mediterranean to the round
globe we now know and have
seen In pictures from space.
It is an interesting journey
through the development of scientific knowledge - a journey
that may surprise and enlighten
the viewer who has never really
studied earlier theories about

T. V. rots your brain — here's living proof
Connell Barrett

French philosopher JeanPaul Sarte once spoke of
existentialism in a way which
with certain liberties, can be
applied to today's television industry. Said the great pundit:
"All contemporary existentialists are phenologists; that is to
say, like myself, they can really
dig a good episode of that

"Baywatch," 'cuz it's CHICKS
AHOY! I'm talkin" Babetown,
USA. YOWZA! YOWZA!
YOWZA!"
Kudos to Sarte the sage!
However, I've become increasingly disconsolate over
the state of TV, mainly because
you need merely possess the intellectual plateau of chlckweed
to enjoy it. Which is why I'm
beginning a new faction. We
call ourselves "Perturbed Radicals Intently Making Entertainment Television Imperceptibly More Enjoyable, Superseding Unctious, Cliched, Kindergarten-oriented Sludge, or,
as we've been labeled, "PRIME
TIME SUCKS."
Our goal? We shall purge television's intestinal tract of
dim-witted, fatuous programs
and clean them out with the

peptic juices of a higher quality
writing, carrying a message to
our children, from the alimentary canal, all the way to the
anus (keeping with our digestion-oriented metaphor).
But I'm way too lazy to ever
do anything about it, so here's a
look at THE FALL TV SEASON:
"Delta" (ABC, Thursdays,
8:00): Here, the ever-expanding
yet sassy Delta Burke takes on
the role of an ever-expanding
yet sassy waitress. But look
out! She's as quick with a quip
as she is with a cold one. Her
new character finds herself
dealing with an assortment of
zany guest stars, many of
whom - in that special "Delta"
style - she eats. Grade: C+.
"Here and Now" (NBC, Saturdays, 8:00): Malcomb-JamalWarner-Rashad-Jamal-

Cosby-Jamal-JamalJamal-Kennedy VIII stars in
this rollicking comedy about an
unskilled actor who rides the
copius coattails of a TV legend
into getting his own show. He's
tough but tender and surrounded by several precocious
youths, one of whom is a werewolf!
Sherman Hemsley is a sceneMfalur in the premier episode,
guesting as a breakfast croissant. Grade: C-.
"The Heights" (FOX, or perhaps CBS, but who really gives
a damn, huh?): From the people
who brought you "Beverly
Hills 90210," comes this
masterful program, an ensemble (Latin for, "Poorly Acted")
show based around the lives of
several young would-be rock
stars who have problems, gosh

darn it - no matter how goodlooking they are!
Season highlight: Dizzy contracts incurable syphilis and
writes a song about it. Then he
dies. Grade: A++++. "Class of
•96" (FOX, Elghtish, 13 weeks
only): Take a group of sexy,
smartly-dressed college
freshman, toss in the occasional undergrad problems (i.e.
broken condoms, inflated price
of sidebum mousse), and you've got one sure-fire formula, if
not a bit fantastical. Grade: CC
Ryder.
(Watch out for the sequel,
"The Realistic Class of '96 in
which Everybody's Pretty
Average Looking, Some of
Whom Just Sit in Their Dorm
Rooms, Take Drugs, and Never
Date.")
"Golden Palace" (CBS, Fri-

days, 8:00): Paleontologists rejoice! "The Golden Girls" has
been salvaged, rehashed and
turned into this antediluvian
delight. Prepare for delicious
drolleries and fantastic farce.
Check out this exchange:
Rose: Pass the cheesecake."
Sophia: You got it, denture
breath!" (uproarious, houserazing laughter).
Grade: B Arthur.
And also coming this fall,
check out these guaranteed
winners: "Hangin with Mr. Cooper," "Rhythm and Blues,"
"Jesus and the Jellybean,"
(children's cartoon) "What's
Wrong with Butchie?" and,
ABC Sports makes a scintilating comeback with "Bowling
For Nose Cartiledge."
Good luck!
Go read a book!
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Ohio schools to use new testing Decontamination
Improved method spotlights students' strengths, weaknesses
plant withdraws
by Jason Peslikis

"I hope that every school district will try as hard as they
can to teach students the skills necessary to pass the test.

city reporter

Ohio's educational system will
soon put students to a new test.
Over the next three years, elementary and high school testing
will undergo a change from norm
to criterion referenced, as mandated by House Bill 55.
Jan Crandell, Assessment
Center assistant director for the
Ohio Department of Education,
said the difference is in how tests
are scored.
"For norm-referenced tests,
you test a representative group,
and then compare future test
scores to your original representative sample," she said.
"With the new criterion-

Joe Bailey, educational administration associate
professor
referenced tests, we will be able
Students will be required to
to say, for instance, that a stu- pass proficiency tests in four
dent can perform certain types areas: science, math, reading and
of mathematical calculations, citizenship. Tests will be given to
rather than only being able to e- high school freshmen and anvaluate the student's score strict- other, more difficult test will be
given to seniors.
ly in numerical terms."
Carlton Schcoley, Bowling
Crandall said the new system
will change the focus of testing.
Green High School guidance
"We are really shifting the counselor, said the change is for
focus totally...to the real issue, the betterment of the system.
"This is definitely a positive
which is has the student had the
opportunity to learn, and can move, because before there were
so many different approved tests
they perform," she said.

that schools could use," he said.
"With the new proficiency tests,
we will have a standard measure
for all Ohio schools -- the same
type of test will be given in all
Ohio schools."
Joe Bailey, educational administration and supervision associate professor, said tests will have
a pre-determined standard which
they must meet in order to pass.
"I hope that every school district will try as hard as they can
to teach students the skills
necessary to pass the test,"
Bailey said. "If a certain percentage of students are not passing the test within a certain district, they really have an obligation to create remedial classes or
use tutoring, so that students
have every opportunity."

The Associated Press

MASSILLON, Ohio - A
company seeking a permit to
install a soil decontamination
plant in the city plans to
withdraw its application, the
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency said.
Shelby Jackson, a spokeswoman for the Ohio EPA, said
Wednesday that Soil Recycling Service of Ohio informed the agency Tuesday it
would send a letter formally
withdrawing the application.
No reason was given for the

change in plans, Jackson said.
Mayor Francis H. CicchineUi Jr. had requested the
Twinsburg-based company
withdraw its application. The
proposed decontamination
plant, which would have
heated and burned petroleum-related products from
soil, was planned for a site
south of U.S. 30 near the Tuscarawas River.
A report released July 1989
by the Stark County Regional
Planning Commission had indicated the area of the proposed site was "most vulnerable to pollution."

People take action against
domestic violence offenses

Shaping It Up

by Jane Kllgore
student life reporter
The issue of domestic violence
has been put aside or hushed
over the years, but now more
people are finding themselves on
the defense against it and are
taking a stand to reverse behavior that leads to such acts.
"I think the issue of domestic
violence is really coming to a
forefront," said Student Legal
Services Managing Attorney
Greg Bakies."It is almost like
sexual harassment as it has been
suppressed in the past, and now
people realize that this behavior
is intolerable."
Domestic violence is a misdemeanor, and offenders could
receive as much as a $1,000 fine

or six months in jail. The basic
restriction is that no person
should cause or attempt to cause
principle harm to a family member, or even to a household member (such as an unmarried couple
living together).
If an individual is acted violently upon by someone other than a
family or household member,
other charges such as assault
may be applicable.
"Students that we have dealt
with [who are] charged with this
misdemeanor have had one option that the court would consider - a dismissal of charges
conditioned upon the offender
completing a domestic violence
program," said Bakies.
A Domestic Violence Program
is sponsored by the Wood County
Mental Health Clinic. The pro-

gram consists of 20 two-hour educational sessions which are held
once a week. Once in the program, the defendant is released
from jail if incarcerated, charges
are dismissed and there is no
conviction record that can be
used against the individual if future charges are filed. Another
benefit includes the chance to
improve and preserve the person's relationship with others.
"We have had almost 500 men
admitted in the offender's program, as well as 500 women receiving education and counseling
in the victim's program in the
past four years that the program
as a whole has been in existence," said Domestic Violence
Program Coordinator Sheila
Dorst.

Sheriff sues for slander
The Associated Press

STEUBENVILLE, Ohio ~ Jefferson County Sheriff Fred Abdalla is suing a police chief and
mayor, alleging defamation of
character.
Abdalla filed suit in Common

Pleas Court on Monday against
Mingo Junction police Lt. John
Myers and Mayor John Corrigan
Jr. The suit seeks unspecified
damages.
The dispute stems from a Dec.
11 letter Myers allegedly sent to
10 people or police agencies. The
letter claimed that Abdalla inter-

fered with a drug case by suggesting to the defendant that
Myers' investigation was done
unethically or illegally.
A federal jury cleared Abdalla
in 1991 of charges that he took
bribes to protect gambling interests.

VoinovichContinued from page one.
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Working on a project for ber Ceramics III class, ceramics major Cbris Guise-Clarke trims a pot
Wednesday afternoon in the ceramics studio of the fine arts building.

Hodge

sure what part Mrs. Bush will
play on the tour, either.

On 1-3 and 8-10
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Continued from page one.

was found behind a UT Scott
Park Campus building shot 14
times.

bond. If convicted, he could face
the death penalty.

A California lab compared
Herstrum's body with Hodge's
jacket and handcuffs to determine if a genetic match could
be made.
The defense will pursue additional tests due to an assumed
positive match from the prosecution's results.
Hodge is still in custody at the
Lucas County Jail on $1 million

You're Invited to Attend the
TRAVEL and TOURISM RESEARCH
ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE (TTRA)
Sept. 30 through Oct. 2, 1992
Hilton Hotel, Toledo
Student Special Fees: $50 (meals not included)
or
$85 (includes meals)

For more information, attend
Pre-conference meeting on Monday, Sept. 28
5:30 p.m. at 121 Eppler Center or
Call 372-6913.
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Slate University
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Good Tymes C
18 & Over Welcome
Thurs. Sept. 24

- Ton w/Crackhouse
Jazz Quartet (Cleveland)

Fri. Sept. 25

- Vambo Marble Eye
w/Black Mali (Detroit)

Sat. Sept. 26

- Spiderfoot

Mon. Sept. 28

- Smell

Tues. Sept. 29

- Franklin & Zen

Wed. Sept. 30

- The Kind
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UK Gold and I8K Gold

^
VS. EAST CAROLINA
12:30 PERRY STADIUM
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125 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH

(419) 353-6691

Lora Bauler
•Laura Brown
Jen Buell
Lori Case
Victoria Clark
Rachel Costanzo
Amy DeKay
Amy Eden
Amy Forrer
♦Allie Frasch
Michelle Jacob
Holly Johnson
Angie Hoover

Tracy Lee
Nancy Marquardt
♦Suzanne Merrick
Jen Purdy
Steph Reichert
^j* Kim Root
♦Michelle Ross
Lynn Rozzo
Lara Schneider
Katie Schultz
Jenni Spencer
♦Julie Van Meter
Heather Wilson

153 E. Wooster

Happy Hours Everyday 6-9

Free Can of Pop '
with purchase of
Large Sub or
Pasta Platter

• Denotes 4.0

TETHRA'S WELL
CilUhm
Hra: Mon-WM 9-5
Thun-Sst 0-8

Cuatom Made Jewelry. ClfU.
* Metaphysical Needa

Psychic readers available
Mon. Fcl a Sat aftsmoons

353-6264

Congratulations Chi 0's for
THE HIGHEST CHAPTER GPA
Spring Semester! Let's DO It
Again This Fall!

352-4663

ALL DAY DELIVERY
^L_

"Order your tailgate
party subs now"

Free Can of Pop ■
with purchase of
Large Sub or
Pasta Platter
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Exchange program offers variety President's veto of
by Shari L. Veleba
contributing reporter
Okay, so you are a student at
the University, hoping one day to
see more of the United States.
Perhaps you wonder what it
would be like to study at another
school.
Wonder no more - attend the
National Student Exchange Program information session Sept.
25 at 3:30 p.m. at the Faculty
Lounge In the University Union
and you can find out.
Several students from the University last year were able to
stretch their wings and study at
other colleges through the program, said Sue Young, cooperative education coordinator
and organizer of the University
program.
"Students think this is a new
program, and it's not. It's a proven program, tried and true," she
said.
Young said the University has
been involved in the consortium
since the mid-1970s while the

national program is celebrating enough to transfer for a longits 25th year enhancing the stu- term commitment, she said.
dent experience.
At first her parents did not like
The University is the only the idea of her going to New
school in Ohio to participate in York, but when they saw the
the association, she added.
progress she was making, they
A student in good standing with soon agreed with her decision to
at least 24 credit hours at the be there, Millnor said.
University and a 2.5 GPA may
Anyone who participates in the
apply to study at another univer- program will benefit, Millnor
sity in the program. It is open to said.
all majors, Young said.
"You can reinvent yourself [by
Marjie Millnor, a senior broad- taking part]," she said.
cast journalism major, said her
John Molenaar, a senior physiparticipation in the program cal education major from the
enabled her to live in a big city University of Idaho, came to the
and get out of Bowling Green, University because of location
where she had lived for the past and expertise.
19 years.
"I came mainly because it's
"I wanted to get out of my par- close to New York and Chicago,
ents' home, and that was a way to and because the school is exceldo it," she said.
lent in education," he said.
While he has been here, MolenMillnor, who studied at Hunter
College, in Manhattan, New aar has noticed differences beYork, said the opportunity to go tween this and his home campus.
"I've never been on such a reto another school to study for a
year would be good for students ligious campus in my whole life.
who are also considering trans- I've never seen so many students
ferring. It lets students see if my age excited by religions," he
they like a particular school said.

Molenaar was pleased to see
sign language classes and a pop
culture curriculum offered here,
he said.
"It's such a wider array of
knowledge [compared to Idaho],"
he said.
Kathleen Galagan, a senior liberal studies major from California State-San Bernardino, said
she likes the University compared to the commuter college
from which she came.
"Nobody ever hung around
campus there, and we didn't have
a football team," she said.
The University came highly
recommended by a professor
who was a University alumnus,
she said.
"I probably wouldn't have left
San Bernardino had I not gotten
Bowling Green," she said.
Students who apply for the
program are asked to prioritize a
list of several schools where they
would like to study. The students
indicated the school they were
assigned to was their first choice.

Politicians look for cure-all
by TodrJ Kleismit
volunteer reporter

"Obviously it would help the government raise more money,
but they just had that tax raise last year. Now they're
talking about raising it again? It doesn't really matter, rm
still going to keep buying [alcohol]."

As politicians look for new
ways to raise government revenues without hurting taxpayers,
some see a tax increase on alco- Doug Exman,
junior physical education major
hol as a sobering alternative.
Because of the spiraling federal budget deficit and an economy that has pinched many dence that supports the potential
She added that alcohol and
Americans' own budgets, the move.
tobacco kill more people annupossibilities of new tax hikes on
Alcohol is the number one is- ally than all other illicit drugs
alcohol may be on the horizon.
sue the Prevention Center has to combined. "About 150,000 people
deal with, Daley said. She sees a die annually from alcohol-related
"If there are going to be tax in- raise in taxes as more than a way incidents," Daley said.
creases, that is one area they to raise revenues - it is a good
might want to consider," said prevention tool in the fight
Daley said she is not an advoJacque Daley, the director of the against excessive alcohol con- cate of raising taxes in general,
sumption.
University's Prevention Center.
but taxes on beer have not kept
Daley points to a recent article
pace with inflation and while ex"Excises can prevent or even cise tax on alcohol has changed
in the "Advocacy Institute,"
which cites some advantages to delay underage drinking," Daley very little since 1951, inflation
raising taxes on spirits, as evi- said.
has soared 489 percent.
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Thursday's Special
All You Can Eat
BBQ Chicken 84.75
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 Cards Accepted after
4:30 for on-campus students
Quantum 90 Cards accepted all day
for 95+ plan holders
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»e re looking for a few
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brains and skill—a> »ell as
the desire—lo become Marine
pilots

by William M.Welch
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON ~ Democrats rushed Wednesday to accuse
President Bush of betraying "family values" by vetoing a family
leave bill, while congressional Republicans pressed an alternative plan and defended the president's busy veto pen.
Some Republican sponsors acknowledged there was little
chance Congress, in its waning weeks, would embrace Bush's
alternative to the family leave bill - a tax credit to employers
who let workers have unpaid time off in family emergencies.
Still, they used it as a political defense following Bush's veto
Tuesday evening of the bill that would have required many employers to give workers up to 12 weeks off in such cases.
"I'm not too optimistic about this," Rep. Fred Grandy, R-Iowa,
acknowledged at a news conference where Republicans touted
their alternative. "I do believe, however, in the next Congress
we will have a spirited debate."
Bush's veto, while expected, gave Democrats a chance to accuse Republicans of empty rhetoric on family values.
"After talking interminably about family values, he vetoed the
family and medical leave bill. That is not leadership," Democratic vice presidential nominee Al Gore said, campaigning in
Georgia.
"Seventy-two countries have a family and medical leave act,"
presidential challenger Bill Clinton said, with Gore on a campaign bus tour. "We're being told by this president we can't. I
was taught to believe that America was the we-can country."
It was the second time in three years Bush has vetoed a family
and medical leave bill. Democrats planned an override vote in
the Senate, possibly this week, but the odds were against them in
the House.
Bush's action put some Republicans on the spot, since polls
show overwhelming public support for the idea of family leave
as a minimum labor standard.
It comes after Bush sustained his veto of a bill aimed at easing
voter registration and while he faces a prospective battle over
his promised veto of a popular bill to regulate the cable television industry.
The cable bill passed by veto-proof margins in both the House
and Senate. With a vote possible just before the election, it may
be the sternest test yet of Bush's perfect record in sustaining 31
previous vetoes.
The family leave bill would require businesses with more than
50 workers to provide up to 12 weeks a year of unpaid leave for
workers who have a new child or must care for an ill family
member. Exceptions written into the bill to gain conservative
support would exempt about half the nation's workforce, including employees of small companies.
House Speaker Thomas Foley called Bush's action "a very,
very great mistake."

Former priest pleads innocent
by Tony Rogers
The Associated Press

*

But some University students
see a tax hike on alcohol in a
different light.
"It's unnecessary," said Steve
Connelly, pre-med freshman. "It
would just be another extraneous
tax. It would most likely reduce
consumption, but it would be
more of a pain in the neck more
than anything else."
Doug Exman, a junior physical
education major, said he doesn't
believe a tax raise will benefit
anyone.
"Obviously it would help the
government raise more money,
but they just had that tax raise
last year," he said. "Now they're
talking about raising it again? It
doesn't really matter. I'm still going to keep buying [alcohol]."
Daley said a tax increase on alcohol would hurt heavy drinkers
and lower-income drinkers the
most.

family leave bill
prompts criticism

one at a time by a Bristol Superior Court clerk.
He was ordered held on $20,000
NEW BEDFORD, Mass. - A cash bail and to have no contact
former Roman Catholic priest with the accusers or with juvenaccused of sexually assaulting iles other than his own children.
Bristol County Assistant Disdozens of school children in three
states pleaded innocent Wednes- trict Attorney Renee Dupuis
day to charges brought against revealed for the first time four
arrest warrants also had been ishim in Massachusetts.
With some of his accusers in sued for the former priest in
attendance, James A. Porter re- Washington County, Minn., in
sponded in an even voice to 46 connection with an alleged 1987
criminal charges involving 32 in- incident involving his children's
dividuals as the counts were read baby-sitter.
Washington County Attorney
Richard Arney this morning ac-

If you re cul out for it. we'll gwe you free civilian
flight irainiiii; maybe even S loo a monlh cash while
you'K in school And someday you could be flying
a Harrier. Cobra or F A-18
Gel a ia.«k' of what life is like
at the top The flight's on us.

Geta taste
oflife
at the top.

knowledged four warrants had
been issued for Porter, but would
give no details.
Porter also is charged in civil
suits in Minnesota and New Mexico.
Bristol Superior Court Judge
John Xifaris took no immediate
action on a motion by Porter's
lawyer to limit public comments
by those connected with the case.
About a dozen of the alleged victims, now adults, were in the
courtroom.
Dupuis said the boys and girls
Porter is accused of attacking
were age 10 to 14 at the time of

the incidents, which ranged from
forced masturbation to fellatio
and forced sodomy.
Porter sat with his head bowed
as Dupuis described the charges.
The abuse occurred "in the
parish, in the sacristy, in their
own homes, in his vehicle and in
assorted other places," Dupuis
said.
She said Porter threatened the
children, "telling them that God
would get them and their families. He also told them that what
they had just done was wrong,
and that God would punish
them."

Bush

Continued from page one.
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Bath Tub Races
Sept. 26,1992 9:30
Peregrine Pond
The Undergraduate Alumni Association
presents

guests, namely the president
and wife Barbara Bush, the
CRs are expecting a host of
others from across the state to
show. College Republican
groups from Miami University, .
University of Dayton and Kent
State have all been penciled in

BARBER
SHOP
We specialize in
short hair styling
Walk ins
Welcome
164 S. Main
MTRF 8:30 • 5:30 p.m.
SAT 8:30 - 5:30 p.m.
W & SUN - CLOSED

VOLI7EYBALL
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 27,1992
Free plane rides at the Wood County Airport on Tuesday, September 29.
Call Judi at 1-800-875-4341 to schedule your flight

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
College Park
Food by Campus Pollyeye's
"
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Soccer outlasts OSU 2-0
by Randy Setter
sports writer
The Ohio State soccer team
made a return visit to Bowling
Green Wednesday where they
looked to unseat the now
nationally eighth-ranked Falcons. It was the Falcons and the
wind that blew the challengers
back home to Columbus, not before the 2-3-0 Buckeyes gave
them a scare.
"OSU came
out to play as
they always do
against
us,"Bob Boyle
said. "We
didn't play it
well and were
lucky to get the
the 2-0 win."
BG put presMartella
sure on Ohio
State early, forcing the Buckeyes
to make bad passes and capitalizing on the opportunities.
Brian Ferguson started a BG
run up the field, sending a pass
ahead to Boyle. Boyle running
abreast with the defense flicked
the ball over to Rob Martella,
who held on to the ball as he ran
closer to the Buckeye net and
then struck a shot that glanced
off the challenging defender.
OSU goaltender Matt Newsom
started left as Martella ad-

vanced, but looked helplessly on
as the ball slowly rolled towards
the right corner of the net.
"I struck it straight so if the
defender deflected it, the ball
could still go in the comer of the
net,"Martella said. "It was one of
the shots that I just knew it was
going in." The goal, scored at the
26:30 mark, brought the crafty
forward's total to six goals and
fifteen points. Before today's
contest Martella shared 18th
place in national scoring and was
tied for second in the Great
Lakes Region scoring.
The hot chocolate available at
the concession stand during halftime was not the only thing hot on
the field for the final half. Ohio
State came out fired-up for the
second half and gunning for the
victory.
Ohio State applied pressure,
catching the Falcons off guard on
several occasions with play that
bordered on roughhouse tactics.
The two teams combined for forty-five penalties, but no red or
yellow cards were issued.
Martella was one of the key
players OSU directed some of
their physical play towards.
"It was real frustrating and
getting kind of old,"Martella
said. "But it is part of the game
and does make me raise my level

of play." The BG defense almost
crumbled as a mis-kicked back
pass let Buckeye midfielder Eric
Brownine break in on goal all
alone. Luckily for BG, he hooked
it wide to the left.
BG goaltender Dan Traver was
a major reason the Falcons held
on to their slim lead. The transfer
goaltender was forced to make
six saves, some of them were
acrobatic leaping grabs to snare
the Buckeye scoring attempts.
However, it was the the Falcons prevailing in the end as BG
killed the Buckeye's hope of victory with a late strike, capitalizing on the fact that OSU's players
were all forward attacking.
Bob Boyle added a goal to his
earlier assist as he accepted a
pass from Ferguson, and ran by
the defense and the goaltender.
He let a shot go as he was tripped
from behind, sending him, the
ball, and the defender into the
OSU net at 86:48 of the contest.
Ferguson picked up his second
assist of the game, his ninth point
of the season, and Tom Kinney
picked up the other assist on the
goal, his eight point of the season.
The next contest for the
nationally-ranked Falcons is at
home on Saturday at 4:00 p.m. as
BG hosts Mid-America Soccer
Conference rivals Central Michigan.
The BG Newt/Tim Norman

Don't
Forget

Falcon backficlder Brian Lord battles Ryan Rivard for possession of the ball. The Falcons moved to
6-0-1 to compliment their number eight ranking in the nation and their number one ranking in the Gatorade/ISAA Regional Poll. The national ranking is the highest ever acheived by a Falcon team. The
number one ranking in the regional poll is the first time ever the team has occupied the top position.

CRYSTAL

Your Time Seniors

Your pre-appointed senior
portrait time, that is!
Carl Wolf Studio, Inc. is on campus for
the next several days to photograph
seniors. Please check the studio
information you received for your
scheduled day. Simply show up on that
day at The KEY, 28 West Hall 10a.rn.-l
p.m. or 2-6 p.m. for your portrait.

It's lonely at

the

middle

Questions?

Call 372-8086
for more details
Keep your appointment and earn a chance to
win $300 in cash or prizes!

Ever Get Somebody
Totally Wasted!

8L

MR. SATURDAY NIGHT
CASTLE ROCK EMERTMSMEM
NEW LINE CINEMA
i PACE wn i» BILLY CRYSTAL "MR. SATLRDAY SIGHT' DAVID PAPIER JL LIE \URNER HELEN HLNT N RON SILVER
PETERSCHINDLER MARCSHAIMAS KEMBEYDV ACE.
ALBERT BRENNER
DOS PETERMAN. A.S.C.
LOWELLGANZ« BABALOOHANDEL BILH CRYSTAL ■: LOWELLGANZ BABALOOMANDEL =4=
s„ ^ iv,«, r,
OPENS SEPTEMBER ;
B1LLV CRYSTAL

JAKE THE KEYS.
CALL A CAB.
TAKE A STANO.
FRIENDS DON'T IE! FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
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Cheeseheads in the House
It's getting out of hand here
at Bowling Green, fans. Way
out of hand. BG must be the
most diverse campus when it
comes to rooting for professional sports teams. It seems
like everybody from Paul J.
OI scamp to that fat bouncer at
Uptown is scrambling to defend their home town heroes.
The fact is, BG has many
students from Cleveland, many
from Cincinnati, and more than
a few from both Detroit and
Pittsburgh. Translation: you'll
see more gear with LionsSteelers-Bengals-Browns-Red
Wings-Cavaliers-PistonsReds-Indians-TigersPirates-Penguins emblems on
them than a sporting goods
shop and a Kris Kross concert
combined.
Also, you'll get inane, illogical arguements from these
Starter jersey-wearin' fans
about which teams, or even entire cities, could, would, and
should dominate over some
other town's pitiful excuse for
pro athletes. It's too bad we're
not all from Wisconsin.
That's right. The Dairyland.
Home of the Cheeseheads. The
place where Milwaukee's Best
is produced.
Wisconsin.
On a recent road trip, myself
and three other news-type guys
took a break from our tedious
preparation for the BG-Wisconsin football matchup, and
took in a Milwaukee BrewersBaltimore Orioles game. It was
a game we won't soon forget.
To begin with, County Sta-

dium, the home of the Brewers,
was built in the center of a suburban village. We all agreed
that it was nice, for a change,
to be able to walk from our car
to the stadium gates without
witnessing a single assault and
battery, or being offered even
one little ounce of any illicit
substances. Being basically

MARKDECHANT
Sporting
an
Opinion

city slickers, the four of us
were rather suspicious of this
placid attitude that Milwaukee
folk appeared to possess. After
finding our seats, however, all
of our suspicions were put to
ease, and all of our fears subsided, for we met what you
might call "Typical Wisconsin
fans."
Three guys. Mid-thirties.
Stumbling drunk. Luthern pastors.
By the end of the evening we
knew the intricities of Wisconsin sports teams and their fans.
Erik, one of the four people I
was traveling with, made a
comment about Pat Listach, the
promising rookie from the
Brewers. Some guy, who we
later found out was Pastor Dan

Powell of the Kingo Luthern
Church, said,
"Listach? Well, he's just the
best damn player in the
majors."
Curious for more information and jealous because this
guy was drunk, we tapped him
and his buddies for more opinions. Once they started, they
never quit. Baseball was first:
Kirk (one of my friends):
"Who's the most popular athlete in Wisconsin?"
Pastor Tim, after consulting
with friends: "Robin Yount!"
All three pastors, loudly:
"Robin, Robin, Robin..."
Erik: "So who's going to get
Rookie of the Year?"
Pastor Tim: "If Listach
doesn't get Rookie of the Year,
I'm gonna drink me some
beer." Me: "Well, Kenny Lofton's a rookie, and he leads the
American league in stolen
bases."
All three pastors:
"Hmmm... Kenny, Kenny,
Kenny..."
Soon we moved into basketball, and the Milwaukee Bucks.
Howie (BG radio guy): "Does
Paul Moekeski still play for the
Bucks?"
Pastor Dan: "Is he old, white,
and wears a knee brace? I f he
does, he plays in Milwaukee."
Pastor Tim: "Yeah, there was
a movie made about our team.
It's called, 'Jack Sikma Can't
Jump.'
We received two quick words
of advice about the University
of Wiscinsin hockey team.
Pastor Dan: "Number One,

don't mess with the hockey
team...they're all bastards.
Number Two, if you want to
mess with them, you can find
them at the topless bar on 15th
and State Street."
Well, two bathroom runs,
five innings, and about a dozen
beers later, our friends finished up their ESPN-like
analysis of athletics with some
rousing comments about the
Gren Bay Packers.
Pastor Dan: "Milwaukee invented beer for Sundays. In
fact, just for Packer games.
Every Sunday, the same routine. We give our sermon at
9:00, drink beers at 10, then get
pissed off thinking about how
we could have picked Deion
Sanders instead of Tony Mandarich."
Me: "And what about Mandarich?"
The Third Quiet Pastor:
"He's only gonna be good if he
can go back on steroids."
See, Green Bay fans root for
their teams, but don't care if
they win, lose, or go bankrupt.
They have all the spirit that we
do, just without the bickering.
So, the next time you find
yourself in a heated Pittsburgh
smells-Cleveland is dirtyCincinnati sucks-Detroit has
crime arguement, just think of
those peaceful Wisconsin pastors, calm down a bit, then
chant, "Robin..Robin...Robin..."
Mark DeChant is a sports
writer for The News.and has
decided that if the Falcons win
this Saturday, he's going to
drink him some beer.

Bip close to record

- FIELDER'S CHOICE SPORTS CARDS
188 S. Main in Downtown Bowling Giccn
Hours: Mon-Thurs 10-7
Fri 10-9 Sal 10-5
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Falcons look to
start season over
The Bowling Green football
team will host East Carolina Saturday in its last non-conference
game of the season. Kick-off is at
12:30 p.m.
The Falcons enter the contest
1-2 after losses to Ohio State,
19-6, and Wisconsin, 39-18. East
Carolina is 2-1 under first year
head coach Steve Logan.
BG has played the Pirates just
twice before and ECU leads the
series 2-1. In 1971, the Falcons
won 47-21. It wasn't until 1989
when the two teams met again
and the Pirates dominated, winning 41-6. Against the MidAmerican Conference, ECU is a
combined 6-4 including 1-0 record against Akron.
But that was before head coach
Gary Blackney took control of
the Falcons, leading the team to
an 11-1 record and a California
Raisin Bowl victory. The Pirates
also had a similar 'Dream Season'
under former head coach Bill
Lewis who had 11 straight victories after an opening game loss.
Their season also included an
37-34 Peach Bowl victory over
North Carolina State. The winning streak catapulted the Pirates to a ninth place national
ranking.
Both teams, however, have
been struggling early this
season. The Pirates lost 25 lettermen from their 'Dream
Team.' They returned 11 starters
including five on offense, six on
defense and one kicker.
The Pirates are coming off a
20-18 win over South Carolina
last week in their first of three
straight road games. ECU has
had some productivity on
offense, throwing the ball 77

• ••••••••••••••••

The Associated Press

352-2556

NEED CASH?
Wc arc buying Prc-1989 unopened material and sets of any sport!
1000's of Wax Boxes, Rookies & Star Cards In Stock!

BORN TO BE STYLED
Style it fast. Style it right.
With VaVbomf Volumizing
hair care from Matrix
Essentials. For sensational body
and shine. Stop
in today!

LOS ANGELES - On a sore ankle, after a doubleheader and a crosscountry flight, Cincinnati's Bip Roberts enters Wednesday night's
game against the Dodgers just one hit away from the National League
record of 10 consecutive hits.
The right ankle problem flared up while Roberts went 3-for-3
Tuesday to reach nine consecutive hits, as the Reds swept a
doubleheader from the Houston Astros in Cincinnati.
Reds manager Lou Piniella removed Roberts from the lineup in the
seventh inning of the second game.
"I don't like to talk about injuries," Roberts said. "It's a flare-up of
a problem I had in 1987. I didn't want to hurt the team. That's why I
told Lou to get someone in for me."
"He's hitting everything they throw him - breaking balls, fastballs," Piniella said. "He says the ball looks big, and I believe him."

times in their season-opening
loss to Syracuse. Overall, they
are averaging almost 400 yards a
game while posting an average of
24 points per showing.
Bowling Green Is coming off
its worst performance under
Blackney and is physically hurting. Last season, the Falcons
turned the ball over just 20 times
in 12 games. However, in their
first three games of this season,
BG has let its opponents snatch
the ball over 12 times, 11 of
which have come in the last two
contests.
The Falcons do have a modest
home field advantage against the
Pirates. Over the last 10 seasons,
BG is 38-9-3 (.790) at home. They
also have a six-game home winning streak to protect.
Falcon Notes: Sophomore Ronnie Redd has caught a pass in 14
straight games...Rob Donahue,
who is second in the MAC in
punting averaging 42.9 yards per
punt, was tied for 13th in the nation in punting before the Wisconsin game...Bob Babich, who
coached the inside linebackers
on BG's MAC championship team
last season, is now coaching the
inside linebackers at East Carolina..Mark Szlachcic leads the
MAC in receiving averaging 7.3
receptions per game...Szlachcic
is also seventh in the league in
all-purpose yardage (111.3) and
fourth In punt returns
(8.8)...junior strong safety Joe
Bair is tied for the lead in interceptions with two...BG is second
in the MAC in total defense allowing just 299.7 yards per outing-Kevin O'Brian is second in
the MAC in tackles for a loss with
seven for minus 30 yards.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Bowling Green vs. East Carolina
•Comparing the Teams*

Total Offense:
Rushing Offense:
Passing Offense:
Scoring Offense:
Total Defense:
Rushing Defense:
Passing Defense:
Scoring Defense:
Turnover Margin:

BGSU
327.3
99.7
227.7
17.7
299.7
158.0
141.7
25.0
-2.33

ECU
490.7
93.3
397.3
23.7
450.7
303.0
147.7
27.0
-0.67

****************

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*¥
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ESSENTIALS

Get Great Looking Hair

Come and visit us
at the Merchants Fair
Thursday, September 24 11am. - 7pm.
in the B.G.S.U. Lenhart Grand Ballroom
at the Union.

and at a price you '11 Love

( Famous Hair )
F00DT0WN PLUS PLAZA.... 352-1989
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY—JUST WALK IN
OPEN Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 10-3
,

MOP — ii
PERM PLUS |
Ptaafjon ail fluf tintsh inducted . i
Regularly S37.00
Long* hw tbgnOy mote

wi'M-iir —
KID'S CUT

;

rnvmifur—n

ADULT
HAIR CUT

1

W« l ov« KM!*

Fluff Dry
Regularly $9.00

|

Ffuft Dry
Regularly $9.00

mans

2795:n 595 ! 795
11
11

Downtown Bowling Green
11

mi-i'WiiM

j

THE WORKS

SENIORS

nduiJM
Shampoo Havcut Sryte Dry
xnth th# coupon only
Ragularly S 14.00

CUT 099
95

1095 !|PERM24
'

nOucfeng Cut ft Fluff f nth
Man Thn, Thuft 9 am 3poi

MfflfU'liM- ~ -

23oo

BRING THIS COUPON TO THE
MERCHANTS FAIR AND REGISTER TO WIN
' A $100 GIFT CERTIFICATE.

! PERM ONLY
I
I

PffKMwn Cuf Enra
Mffh fntt coupon only
lonOfHMfBfi'
lUtjulariy *M.OO

I

352-0077

BRING THIS COUPON TO THE
MERCHANTS FAIR AND REGISTER TO WIN
A $100 GIFT CERTIFICATE.

Name.

Name.

Address

Address.

Phone.

Phone
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College Football Picks
by Rick Waner
The Associated Press
Only two teams have held Marshall Faulk under 100 yards in his
brief, but brilliant college career.
Faulk gained 39 yards on 11
carries against Long Beach in his
first game for San Diego State
last year. Three weeks later,
UCLA held the sensational
freshman to 79 yards on IS carries in a 37-12 win over the Aztecs.

The No. 11 Bruins (2-0) face
Faulk again Saturday when the
No. 21 Aztecs (1-0-1) visit the
Rose Bowl.
Faulk, who led the nation in
rushing and scoring last season,
has continued to amaze opponents this year. In two games, he
has gained 519 yards and scored
six touchdowns.
"I think he's the Barry Sanders
of college football today," UCLA
coach Terry Donahue said.
Despite the high praise, Donahue isn't planning any special

Pregnant? We can help.
Free pregnancy tests & supportive services.
Call 3544673. BG Pregnancy Center
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates with Accuracy
Call 352-3987 Irom Bam - 9pm
You write... I'll type!
Fast, accurate typing. Si 00 per page
Call 353 5906

RUSH KAPPA SIGMA
TONIGHT
"SPORTS BAR"
7:30-9:30 KAPPA SIGMA HOUSE

ANYONE INTERESTED IN CLUB HOCKEY,
THERE IS A MANDATORY MEETING:
9/27/92 AT 9:00 PM AT THE ICE ARENA.
ANY QUESTIONS CALL: MATT RIZZO AT
353-4603.
BeaOJ
Fall DJ classes lor WBGU FM
starting Thursday. Sept 24.1992
Classes w.ll be in 1 11 South Hall
at 9pm lor 5 weeks
Be a DJ. for the "Radio with Teeth"
WBGU-FM83 t

RUSH KAPPA SIGMA
TONIGHT
"SPORTS BAR"
7:30-9:30 KAPPA SIGMA HOUSE

Don't just read history, live II

"THE BAHAMAS"
Tike a CRUISE over SPRING BREAK
and EARN 2 credit hours!!
FIND OUT HOW:
Thursday, Sept. 24,4:00 p.m.
Tart Room, 3rd Floor Union
Questions? Julie Lengtelder: 2-6908
or Dave Stanford: 2-2451

(Dragon's need not apply.)

AlphiXi- Phi Sig- Alpha Xi
Thanks to our Alpha Xi coaches for your sup
port ol our 1st Place finish in the Tricycle
Races.
Phi Slg-Alpha XI-Phi Slg
Are you interested in shanng your ideas? Join
the Rec Programming Board and share your
ideas with us on September 28 at 4:00pm in
the Conlerence room at the Rec. Any quesnons. call 372-2711
ATTENTION HOT MEN SEAN » CHARLIE
Gel ready tor the Tnad on Friday night! An
Awesome time will be had by all'!
Bridget t Cheri
BANNED BOOK WEEK
At trie University Bookstore
Come see our banned books.

LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
LAGA
TheLesblsn and Gay Alliance will hold a
meeting rhis Thursday at 8:30p.m. in the
United Christian Fellowship Corner (corner of
Ridge and Thurstin). The meeting is free and
open to all homosexual, bisexual, and suppornve heterosexual members of the community.
Discretion is used
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
LAGA

The Philosophy Club
Will be discussing Daniel Dennetts short essay "Where Am I" at this Thursday's meeting.
Copies are available in the Philosophy Dept.
ma Iroom. Shatzel Hal'
Want to see The Country?
Why Not Spend a Semester on Eschsnge?
THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
Infw Session: by National Exec Director
Friday, September 25th.
3:30 p.m.
Faculty Lounge - Union, 2nd Floor
Come on - Just Do It!

CHEE-O
CHEE-O
CHEE-O
CHEE-O
CHI OMEGA
CHEEOMUNGA
CHI OMEGA
CHEEOMUNGA
CHI OMEGA
Chi-O's be at the house at 10pm Might for Vie
unveiling olCHEEOMUNOA.
College is Short.
Play Hard
RUSH PIKES
Competitive A Non-Competitive HOCKEY
league forming m Findlay on Tuesdays A
Wednesdays. Registration due by Sept 23
Call Steve tor info, at 352-5112. Registration
lotms available at BGSU Ice Arena
Concerned about energy level?
Concerned about weight gain?
New product designed for busy students'
Call Judy locally at 823-1717.
Condoms By Mail. Protect your health ft privacy with name brand condoms. Call 24 hours
lor Iree price list. 1-800-292-7274.

RUSH TAU KAPPA E PSILON
Largest national fraternity
Newest m Bowling Green
7:30-9:30 Thursday
2nd Floor Conklin Lounge
TEKESsi
SIGMA KAPPA ' SIGMA KAPPA
S.g Kap Pledges • Keep up the good wo-hi
You' sisters are behind you all the way1
SIG KAP PLEDGES #1
SIGMA KAPPA ' SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulations Stephanie Axe on being chosen as Lambda Chi Sweetheart"
SIGMA KAPPA" SIG EP
Congratulations Tara Panneit on your recent
lavalienng to Scott Ryan t Best Wishes11

GAMMA PHI BETA BALLOON SALE'
Tell someone how speoal they are with a bouquet of balloons' Sales begin Monday and continue through Friday the 25th. Deliveries begin
Sunday. Sept 27th
l balloon - .75
3 balloon -1 75
5 balloon-2 75
8 balloon - 3.75
10 balloon-4 SO
Tables will be in Oie Union Foyer from 10am
uncl 4pm - See You There'

SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulations Anissa Pfahief. Tern Victor,
and Amy Gross for being selected lor the
Greek 101 Committee"
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Men's Flag
Football ■ Sept. 30. Women's Flag Football
t Oct. 1 : Fraternity Ice Hockey ■ Oct 5. ALL
ENTRIES DUE IN 108 REC CENTER BY 4:00
p.m. ON DUE DATE.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: Flag
football • apply by September 30. Ice Hockey •
apply by September 24. Applications available
in 108 Roc Center.
Jimmy-Bo Kessell Words can't express how
much tun I've had with you* Get psyched lor
Tnadl
I Luv Ya> Mel

INTRAMURAL OFFICIAL NEEDED: Flag
Football ■ Apply by Sept 30 in 108 Rec Center
Must attend mandatory clinic - Sept. 30.
7-1030 p.m. Ice Hockey - Apply by Sept 24
Must attend mandatory training session.
Phi Sig • Phi Sig' Phi Sig
Way to go Phi Sig's
1st Place - Tricyde Races
2nd Place - Derby Days
Damn Proud
Phi Sig • Phi SIQ • Phi Sig

KD Sigma Chi KD SigmaChi KD

Thanks lor bein' the coolest coaches'
Love. Your "Slip Slidm" KD team,
Georgia, Jen. Amy & Mary
Organizaoons needed to volunteer lor an
afternoon at local soup kitchen. For more info
ca:i: E<lecn 372 6398
PEEPERS LIVES
Peepers Reunion This Saturday
Sept. 26 th at
M.T.Muggs at 8:30pm
Wear Your Peepers T-shirts
PEEPERS LIVES

ThelaChl-OX-ThetaChi
Brothers of the Week:
Chns Puhaisky
Man Bellm
Tony Falcone
Athlete of the Week:
Chns Puhaisky
Cabinet Members ol the Week:
Kent Castelluccio
Keitn Perry
ThetaChi'OX'ThetaOhl

TRAVEL FREEI SELL QUALITY VACATIONS
FOR THE MOST RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
COMPANY! JAMAICA AND FLORIDA. BEST
COMMISSIONS/SERVICE. SUN SPLASH
TOURS. 1-800-426-7710.
XOXOXOXO
Congratulations to Holly Sims • Sister of the
Week A Suzanne Merrlck - Officer of the
Weekl
XOXOXOXO

BG FOOTBALL
FALCONS
vs
€ast Carolina

PHI GAMMA DELTA...
FIJI
Two Good Names
One Great Fratermry
RUSH
FUl

' OVFN IV
'

-.

-

■

99C Mon. - Thurs.

USG USG USG USG USG

Reception - Phone
Saturdays. Some evening hours may be available later Diana. 874-1188.
Sales Reps needed • good pay
Macintosh Operators needed - Latino Newtpaper Cal 1 -800-484-4178 Ext 9351. Send
resume to 816 1/2 Adams St. Toledo, OH
43604

"It takes all kinds"
Join us lor Komonia Retreat. Oct 2-3
This isaweekendlor putting itall together Call
St Thomas More 10 fgistef 352-7SSS

SALES-MARKETING POSITION AVAILABLE
PART-TIME OR FULL TIME
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED BUT NOT
NECESSARY
FOR MORE INFO CALL 353*692

WANTED
FOR SALE
Housemate wanted Own room $150 plus util
Lance 655 3084.
1984 Topaz
Low miles'$1000.00
823-3482 after 5pm

HELP WANTED
$252.50 Sell 50 lunny. college T-shirts and
make $252.50. No financial obligation. A Risk
Free program. Average sales time is 4-6 hours.
Choose Irom 18 designs Smaller /larger quantities available. Call 1 800 733 3265
15-25 over-weight men & women to participate
in weight loss program lor advertising purposes. Must have at least 20 lbs. to lose.
Call Formu 3: 354-4500

Accepting applications for day delivery and
prep personnel. Must be neat, reliable, and
personable. Apply 2-4 Mon.-Fn.
DiBennedetto's, 1432 E. Wooster

Attention
Business Students and Entrepreneurs:
Earn $7,000-8.000 next summer while budding
your resume and gaining an internship. TASP
International is hiring college students to till
management positions throughout Ohio, particularly m Sandusky, Findlay. Lima, Medina,
and all ot the Cleveland suburbs. For more
information call 1-800-543-3792

Campus sales rep wanted for one of the leading college travel companies in the country.
Earn cash commissions, free sJu tnps and/or
Spring Break trips to Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas'Call 1-800-666-4857 lor info.

i986Camry
Loaded. Excellent condition.
Asking $3900. 655-313i after 6pm
5m. desk - $25. 13" TV • $25. Smith Corona
Elec. Typewriter - $50. Biefle motorcycle helmet- $50. and 1/3 ct. oval diamond nng • $750
obo. Call 352-4246.
BAHAMAS TRIPS lor 2M
5 days/4 nights
Cruise passage, accomodatons. morel
Great for Chnstmas/Spring Break
Only $500111
Call John 353-1610
Futon Bed and folding oak frame, brand new.
Call 352-4763
Magnavox 6-discs changer CD player
A pair of Ventlex ro' erbiades
Call Chns at 354-2406.
MOVING SALE: Color TV. desk, stereo cabinet, stereo cassette player. 30 gallon tish tank
w.ii accesso-L-s Cm 353-0661
Nintendo $50 or best offer Call 352-4697

Velodyne loud speakers - $125. 2 pairs of
brand neww K Swiss white tennis shoes
($30.00 a pair). 3536522

FOR RENT

EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our clrcularsl...Begln NOW!... FREE packet! SEYS,
Depl. 235, Box 4000, Cordova, TN
38018-4000.

2 to 3 persons io sublease house.
Spnng Semester
Call 354-0906

NEW SEASON SPECIALCINEMARK THEATRES
Q/-M h i r-R a

©

CINEMA 5rr
A

nuuuu™

Mill

1234 N. Main St.
SEPTEMBER II-24
Mon. Fri. I u show slorH ol 4:30 pm
Sat, ft Sun. I U ihow ilorh ol 1pm
SINClf, WHITE FEMAIi
Snog* Fonda. Jonollw Joton L»gli
I liOO.jai.Ji00.7:IO,9Ji«
HUSBAND ft WIVES
Woody Allan. MM Farrow
t 1:00,3:00.5:05.7:15.9:35

ALL SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
SHIRTS • MUGS • CARDS •
AND MORE

25 % OFF THRU 10/1/92
"NEW PILLS N' PACKAGES

££«£"»

111 RAILROAD STREET (BEHIND HARDBODIES)

"352-1693

SNEAKERS
Roborl Rodlord. Siddnay Poikor, Don AyVroyd
FO-IJ IflO. 4:30. 7:00. IX
UNFORCIVEN
Oinl EoUwood, Morgan Froamon. Gene Mackrr
R 1:10. 4:35, 7:05, 9:35 *

Saturday
at 12:30

Coming in September - CAPTAIN RON
with Kurt Russell & Martin Short

•show, win mm Mm

PLAY HARD
SUPER NES
•UartoPa.nl
• Strike Gunner
• Slmpttoirs
Bans Ntghtrtwe
• Super Mario Karl
• George Foreman's
KO Being
• Sup*rBow«ng
KaBloocy

Get A Behind The Scene* Look
At USG!!
Become a USG Volunteer
Applications can be picked up
at 405 Student Services
Due Back By 5:00 Fri. The 25th
Sign Up For Interview For 28th or 29th
Any Questions Call Jullea Yeager 372-6426

PICTURE PERFECT
PHOTO CUPPERS
Earn $75 to $125 per day. Work without p<es
sure Call anytime 1-800643.345

HONEYMOON IN VEGAS
Jama* Coon ft Nicolot Cog*
PCI3 1:05,7:53.4:50,7:30.9:70*

DJ. from TROYS is HERE
FOR YOUR ETHNIC HAIR NEEDS
CAMPUS HO SALON * 354-2244

NEW ARRIVALS
• Hard Prom***
■UNv
• On*. IV

USG USG USG USQ USG

Phi S-g ' Phi Sig ' Phi S.g
Congrats to Chad NoWit on Being Selected As
VP.oltheBG.S.U Flying Team.
Phi Sig * Phi &g * Phi S-g

College is Short

'■

Louisiana Tech (plus 17) at No.
7 Alabama (Birmingham).
Tide giving up only 10 points
per game ... ALABAMA 21-7.
Cincinnati (plus 23 ) at No. 8
Tennessee.

ATTENTION:Earn $2500 ' Free Trips! Earn
$2500! Students. Greeks, Clubs Ea/n Free
Spnng Break Trip After Selling Only 8 Trips At
Your Schooll SpnngBreak i-BOO-678-6386.

Phi Mu" Pi Kappa Phi
Aaron & Pete.
Just a lew more days to wait,
Phix-Up will be |ust great.
Get ready for a blast,
We'll see how long you can last1
Phi Mu ' Pi Kappa Phi

• Ills Show. Fri. &. I.I. Only

,

Michigan.
Elvis may be back for Wolverines... MICHIGAN 34-17.
Purdue (plus 26) at No. 6 Notre
Dame.
Boilermakers haven't won at
South Bend since 1974 ... NOTRE
DAME 45-21.

Jason Moses & Kyle Anthony

ThetaChl-OX'ThetiChi
Congratulations Chris Puhaisky on being IFC
Athlete of the Weekl
ThelaChl'OX-ThelaCtll

Time Out for Catholicism
Wondering il you really are Catholic?
Interested in just knowing a little more?
Returning to active membership?
Join "Time Out tor Catholiosm" at
St. Thomas More
Six Mondays ol informal discussions
beginning September 28,7:30p.m.

SERVICES OFFERED
The Tutoring Network
We offer the connection between students a
tutors. To register as a tutor or a student call
354-t 989 or see our display at the Merchants
Fair.

MAKE IT 7 IN A ROW AT HOME!
BGSUVS t CAROLINA

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Men's Eiag
Football - Sept 30: Women's Flag Football t Oct. 1: Fraternity Ice Hockey - Oct. 5; ALL
ENTRIES DUE BY400P.M IN 108 SRC

The Society tor Creative Anachronism
Thursday's. Memorial Hall 7:30pm

Philosophy Club will be meeting 6:30 at 301
Shatzel Hall on Thursday, Sepl. 24.
Think about il'"

FALCON FOOTBALL SATURDAY

FIJI
RUSH
FIJI

Acquire the skills to be the
leader you want to be at the
SOLO Leadership Training Seminar ■■
"The Building Blocks ol Leadership."
Sal.. Oct. 3. For more inlo or to register, stop
by SAO at 405 Student Services

Kappa Phi
A Christian women's service organization.
Come join us Sunday nights at 9:00pm. University Lutheran Church across from Rodgers
on Wooster.
Kappa Phi

DZ - SIGMA CHI • DZ
Doug and Kirby.
Derby Days was awesome1 We couldn't have
gotten 2nd Place without your excellent coachingi
Love your DZ pledge team.
Stephanie. Margie.Cathy. ft Clevell

FALCON FOOTBALL VS.
'91 PEACH BOWL CHAMPS!
SATURDAY 1 30. PE RRY STADIUM

PERSONALS

•FRIENDS OF THE DEAFEveryone is Welcome to our second meeting.
Sun.. Sept. 27, 9:00 202 Ed. Don't forget your
dues'

FREEDOM LOVERS: WELCOME TO THE
B.C. STUDENTS FOR LIBERTY'S FIRST
MEETING EVER MEET OTHER STUDENTS
CONCERNED ABOUT GOVERNMENTAL INTRUSION INTO THE PRIVATE LIVES OF ITS
CITIZENS BAA 4000 8O0PM TONIGHT
SPEAKER ED HOWARD. INDEPENDENT
CANDIDATE FOR U S CONGRESS

California (plus 6 ) at No. 24
Kansas.
Jayhawks averaging 50 points
per game ...KANSAS31-21.
SATURDAY
Arizona (plus 27 ) at No. 1
Miami.
Hurricanes have won 52
straight over unranked opponents ... MIAMI 44-7.
Wake Forest (plus 34) at No. 3
Florida St.
First meeting since 1973 ...
FLORIDA ST. 48-10.
Houston (plus 18) at No. 4

The BG News

SPORT MANAGEMENT ALLIANCE
LET'S GET IT GOING HI
MEETING TONIGHT. 7:30 PM
103 BA
ALL SPORT MANAGEMENT
MAJORSEXPECTED

Fiesta Luncheon sponsored by Latino Student
Union. Oct.1, 11:30 - 1:00. Towers Inn.
Reserve a seat belore Friday. Call Yolanda
2 2642

passes for 198 yards in a 17-10
victory over the Cougars.
San Diego State moved into
Top 25 for the first time since
1977 after tying Southern Cal
31-31 and beating BYU 45-38. But
the Aztecs have never beaten the
Bruins, losing eight straight
since the series resumed in 1984
and trailing 14-0-1 overall.
The Bruins, who are 5 -point
favorites, won't stop Faulk. But
once again they will stop the Aztecs. ... UCLA42-28.
THURSDAY

Classified

Thursday, September 24, 1992
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

strategy to contain Faulk.
"We have confidence in our defense," he said. "We aren't going
to make a major structural
change."
That applies to the Bruins'
offense, too. UCLA fans were
concerned after starting quarterback Wayne Cook suffered a
season-ending knee injury in the
team's opener against Cal StateFullerton. But redshirt freshman
Rob Walker made an impressive
debut against Brigham Young
last week, completing 18 of 26

* NO rum

Rock and *03X?fo!£C* Roll!!!

TheJANGLERS
TONITE
ONLY!

COUPON
Wllh

Thl»
Coupon
Nintendo or
Super Nintendo
Game Rentals
UMITTVVO
Good Thru 10/01/92
Mon.-Thurs.

New Cards: 1992 6D Football & 92-93 Hoops
\^

Mon. - Thurs.
Frl. -Sat
Sunday

10-10
10-11
10-9

No Membership
Required
a> van) Oh. driver's .cense

We Accept All
Competitor's
Woo Ooupone

Ji

104 S. MAIN

353-0988

Thursday, September 24,1992
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TODAY

11:00 AM - 7:00 PM
BGSU University Union, Grand Ballroom
Over 55 merchants will be bringing you a sampling
their products & services for sale and display:

PRIZ&Z

VRiZEu
Danny's
BGSU Computer Training Center
United Way of Greater Toledo-Wood Offices
Food Town Plus
Uhlman's Department Store
Uhlman's Beauty Salon
Kinko's
Barney's Convience Marts
Promotional resources Co.
Ohio Citizens Bank
Mary Kay Cosmetics
Bowling Green Jaycees Recycling Center
BGSU Recycling Program
BG Litter Prevention & Recycling Program
Wood County Solid Waste District
Bowling Green Manor
Heel & Sole Shoe Repair
Hot 'n Low
The Link
Kroger Food & Drug
DBA
BG News
The Key
Chamber of Commerce
Subway Sandwiches and Salads/S. Main
Falcon House Sporting Goods
Planned Parenthood
Campus Headquarters Salon/Campus Tanning
Woodland Mall
Applied Imagination
WFOB

Cycle Werks
WFAL
BP Procare
First Class Travel Design & Cruise Gallary
Grounds for Thought
Klevers Inc.
Wood Cable TV
Ben Franklin Store
Fifth Third Bank
Main Street True Value
Occasions
Book's Car Parts
Book's Bike & Lawnmower
Avebury Books
Kirk's Coin Laundry
University Bookstore
Children's Resource Center
Medi-Care Orthopedic and Hospital Equpment
JC Penny
The Styling Salon at JC Penny
Wood County Board of Mental Retardation/Deve. Disabilities
AAA Travel Agency
Society Bank & Trust
The Salvation Army
Days Inn Bowling Green
Elite Repeat
Graphics Unlimited
Hunington National Bank
Klotz Flower Farm Inc.
Marco's Pizza
The Solarium
Wood County Council on Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Inc.

PStlZ'M

^RIZKI;

Grand Prize: Round trip Air Fare for two to Florida
for spring break. (Courtesy of KeyTours & Travel Unlimited)
•Mountain Bike. (Courtesy of CycleWerks)
•In-Line SkateS. (Courtesy of Falcon House)
•$100 gift Certificate. (Courtesy of Kroger)
•Food for a tailgate party, (courtesy ofFoodtown)
•$50 gift Certificate. (Courtesy of Churchill's)

jW
Gjclc UJcrks
^-SSSt****'

FALCON
HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS

Sponsored by the Downtown Business Association, Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce, BGSU and the BG News
MMBMMMHMMMMM«MM|MMMMMMHpjMMaMaMMMMMM^^J

Colored Ink

